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Abstract: Here, we describe a novel microfluidic platform for use in electrocrystallization experiments.
The device incorporates ultra-thin graphene-based films as electrodes and as X-ray transparent
windows to enable in situ X-ray diffraction analysis. Furthermore, large-area graphene films serve
as a gas barrier, creating a stable sample environment over time. We characterize different methods
for fabricating graphene electrodes, and validate the electrical capabilities of our device through the
use of methyl viologen, a redox-sensitive dye. Proof-of-concept electrocrystallization experiments
using an internal electric field at constant potential were performed using hen egg-white lysozyme
(HEWL) as a model system. We observed faster nucleation and crystal growth, as well as a higher
signal-to-noise for diffraction data obtained from crystals prepared in the presence of an applied
electric field. Although this work is focused on the electrocrystallization of proteins for structural
biology, we anticipate that this technology should also find utility in a broad range of both X-ray
technologies and other applications of microfluidic technology.
Keywords: microfluidics; electrocrystallization; protein crystallization; in situ diffraction; serial
crystallography
1. Introduction
The application of both internal and external electric fields has long been shown to modulate
the rate of protein crystallogenesis, and serves as a possible tool for enhancing crystal quality [1–5].
The presence of an electric field during protein crystallization has been shown to affect both the rate
of nucleation and the rate of crystal growth by controlling the local concentration and concentration
gradients of proteins and the associated crystallization reagents [1–14]. These methods have the
potential to improve the success rate associated with protein crystallogenesis and enhance our
understanding of the structure–function relationship in challenging biomacromolecular targets.
Electrocrystallization platforms have been reported for a variety of crystallization schemes,
including batch [6–11,14–20], vapor diffusion [5,13–16], and counter-diffusion [21], taking advantage
of both internal [6,7,12–14,19–22] and external electric fields [5,8–10,15,18,23]. These strategies
have also explored the effects of constant (DC) [5–7,13–17,20–22] and alternating (AC) electric
fields [8–12,16–18]. However, the benefits observed for the various electrode arrangements and
crystallization setups reported to date have been limited by the need to manually harvest crystals for
subsequent diffraction analysis.
Microfluidic and microscale devices have a demonstrated potential to enable both protein
crystallization and in situ X-ray diffraction. Such platforms have been increasingly harnessed
to facilitate the diffraction analysis of challenging targets for both static and dynamic structure
determination. Various platforms have been developed to improve the growth and subsequent
mounting of tiny and fragile crystals for X-ray diffraction analysis [24–28], including dense array-style
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devices [29–41], platforms for the lipidic cubic phase crystallization of membrane proteins [42,43],
and thin-film sandwich devices [44]. In the meantime, the challenges of such platforms lie in the
need to maintain a protected sample environment, as well as minimize the interference of device
materials with the subsequent X-ray analysis. To address these two issues, we recently developed a
microfluidic device architecture that takes advantage of large-area sheets of graphene [45]. The use of
atomically-thin graphene films minimizes the amount of material surrounding a crystal, while serving
as a vapor-diffusion barrier that is stable against significant water loss over the course of weeks.
This approach enables the incubation of protein crystallization trials and direct in situ analysis of
the resulting crystals. Here, we harness the intrinsic conductivity of graphene [46,47] to enable
electrocrystallization experiments in the precisely controlled microfluidic geometry of our device,
along with an in situ X-ray analysis of the resulting crystals.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Graphene Film Preparation
Large-area graphene was synthesized on a copper substrate (Graphene Platform, Tokyo, Japan)
by chemical vapor deposition in a quartz tube furnace (Planar Tech, The Woodlands, TX, USA) using
standard methods [48–51]. After synthesis, the back side of the copper substrate was scrubbed with
a Kimwipe to remove residual graphene. Patterning of the graphene electrodes was achieved using
two different methods. The first method simply used thin-tip tweezers (TDI International Inc., Tucson,
AZ, USA) to scratch a narrow line into the graphene/copper film. The second method defined the
desired structure of the electrodes using a protective mask made from a piece of thermal release tape
(Semiconductor Equipment Corp., Moorpark, CA, USA) cut to the desired shape using a cutting plotter
(Graphtech CE6000, Irvine, CA, USA), followed by a five-minute etching of the exposed graphene by an
oxygen plasma (Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, NY, USA). Following the patterning of the graphene electrodes,
a roughly 500-nm thick layer of poly(methylmethacrylate) (950PMMA A4, Microchem, Westborough,
MA, USA) was then spin coated (Specialty Coating Systems, Amherst, NH, USA) onto the graphene at
1000 rpm to serve as a support layer. The PMMA film was cured at 120 ◦C for 10 min. The resulting
PMMA/graphene film was then released from the copper substrate by back-etching of the copper
in an aqueous solution of FeCl3 copper etchant (Transene, Danvers, MA, USA) for 3 h, followed by
three rinse cycles in MilliQ water (18.2 MΩ-cm, Millipore Inc., Billerica, MA, USA). The graphene film
floats on the surface of water, and was transferred directly onto the target substrate by lifting it from
the water surface. The assembled layers were then allowed to dry at room temperature.
2.2. Device Architecture
The structure of the microfluidic platform was designed to enable the application of an internal
electrical field to the crystallization solution through patterned graphene electrodes (Figure 1).
The overall device structure was assembled around a chamber cut into a 100-µm double-sided
adhesive-backed polyester film (Adhesive Research #90668, Glen Rock, PA, USA) using a cutting
plotter (Graphtec CE6000, Irvine, CA, USA). The layer containing the patterned graphene/PMMA
electrode was adhered onto this film with the gap in the electrodes located near the center of the
chamber. A supporting frame of cyclic olefin copolymer (COC, Topas Advanced Polymers, Florence,
KY, USA) with window structures aligned to the crystallization chamber was adhered to the outside
of the notched graphene/PMMA film to provide mechanical stability. After filling of the device,
the chamber was sealed with a top layer containing a smaller, unmodified graphene/PMMA film,
supported on a COC frame. In contrast to the electrode layer, the top graphene/PMMA film was
oriented with the PMMA layer facing the crystallization chamber so that the graphene would not
contribute to the conductivity of the cell. Finally, the small side features cut into the polyester film and
the top support layer of COC were filled by a gallium–indium liquid alloy (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA) to create the electrode contact between graphene films and the electrode needles running to
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a power supply (Figure 2). It should be noted that the thickness of the adhesive layer used to define
the crystallization chamber can be modulated to match the size of the resulting crystals, and minimize
the amount of excess liquid surrounding the crystals during data collection.
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the fabrication scheme and device architecture for thin-film
graphene-based microfluidics. (1) A patterned graphene film on copper is first coated with a layer
of poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA), and then released from the copper substrate by etching.
The subsequent film is floated on the surface of water for transfer to either an adhesive-backed
polyester film that defines the crystallization chamber, or a cyclic olefin copolymer film to form the
top layer of the device. (2) Assembly of the device proceeded with the application of a COC bottom
layer to the crystallization layer assembly to provide additional stability. Following the addition of
the crystallization solution, the device is then sealed with the COC top layer. Electrical contact to
the graphene electrodes is made using a liquid alloy, and the electrocrystallization experiment can
take place.
Figure 2. (a) Graphene film on copper growth substrate after oxygen plasma treating. The brassy
yellow area in the middle of the film was exposed to the plasma, while the upper and lower regions
were covered and protected by a mask created from thermal release tape. (b) A view of the patterned
electrodes (regions of light grey) in an assembled device. (c) System setup for electrocrystallization
experiments. Alligator clips attached to metal needles and gallium–indium alloy droplets were used to
make electrical contact with the integrated graphene electrodes. (d) The presence of an applied electric
field can be observed visually based on the color change of methyl viologen from clear to purple as it
undergoes reduction at the cathode.
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2.3. Electrode Characterization
To quantitatively characterize the film electrical resistance at different conditions, we measured
the voltage resulting from a current sweep from 0 to 100 µA using a semiconductor characterization
system (Keithley 4200 SCS, Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR, USA) on intact graphene films and patterned
graphene electrodes in air, and in the presence of a crystallization solution (Figure 3). We compared
electrodes patterned by both physical abrasion and plasma etching. The corresponding electrical
resistances were calculated based on the resultant voltage–current relationships and the device
architecture. All of the tests were performed in triplicate.
Figure 3. Plot of the measured average electrical resistance of an intact graphene film, a graphene
film where electrodes were fabricated by physical scratching, and a graphene film where the electrode
structure was created by plasma etching. Data are shown for both the electrode structure alone (without
solution, clear bars) and for a device filled with crystallization solution (hatched bars), and are the
average of measurements from three separate devices. The maximum resistance measured for the
two electrode structures in air suggests an infinite resistance, beyond the range of the instrument.
2.4. Redox Chemistry Testing
Methyl viologen (MV) is a redox and oxygen-sensitive dye. A solution of methyl viologen
(Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in water was prepared at 150 mM. In the presence of oxygen,
methyl viologen is present as fully oxidized MV2+, resulting in a colorless solution. The partially
oxidized MV+ species is a brilliant purple, while the fully reduced, neutral MV0 is typically light
yellow [52–54]. To test the ability of our graphene-based devices to conduct electricity and drive redox
chemistry, 10 µL of fully oxidized methyl viologen was placed onto a patterned graphene electrode.
An applied voltage was then slowly increased from 0 V to 3 V, and then held at 3 V for 5 min, during
which time the subsequent color changes were observed (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Optical micrographs of an electrocrystallization device containing 150 mM of methyl viologen
(MV) and crystals of lysozyme under the influence of 0 V, 3 V, and 3 V at longer times. The initial color
change from clear to purple is the result of the reduction of MV2+ to MV+, while the subsequent loss of
color at higher voltages and longer times is due to the further reduction from MV+ to MV0. The pale
yellow color of the MV0 was difficult to discern compared to the fully oxidized MV2+ species, because
of the small path length in our microfluidic devices. Color changes were only observed in the vicinity
of the cathode.
2.5. Protein Crystallization and X-ray Diffraction
Hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL, Hampton Research Inc., Aliso Viejo, CA, USA) was prepared in
50 mM of sodium acetate (Fisher) and 20% (w/v) glycerol (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH, USA) with
a concentration of 80 mg/mL at pH 4.8. The protein solution was then fully mixed by vortexing with a
precipitant solution containing 0.68 M of sodium chloride (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) and 50 mM
of sodium acetate at pH 4.8 at a volumetric ratio of 2:3. All of the solutions were filtered before use
through a 0.2-µm membrane (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) to remove impurities. Crystallization was
performed using a microbatch-type method [55]; 3.2 µL of mixed solution was pipetted immediately
after preparation, and sealed into the device. It should be noted that the volume of solution added to
the device should be carefully controlled to match the volume of the chamber, as excess liquid will be
squeezed out of the chamber, and will adversely affect device sealing.
The crystallization experiment was performed in a 4 ◦C cold room under different applied
voltages using a potentiostat (Arksen 305-2D, City of Industry, CA, USA). For a given experiment,
simultaneous tests were performed on multiple devices at the applied voltage, alongside a control
device with no applied voltage. Crystal growth was monitored hourly using a stereomicroscope
(Zeiss SteREO Discovery V12, Oberkochen, Germany) under cross-polarized light (Figure 5a and
Figure S1). After crystallization was complete, the devices were disconnected from the voltage supply,
sealed in Petri dishes (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH, USA), and stored at 4 ◦C prior to X-ray analysis.
Replicate crystallization experiments were performed over a range of applied voltages (0 V to 1.8 V),
demonstrating the reproducibility of our approach.
The quantification of crystal size as a function of time was done using the size measurement
function in ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA) [56] by manually outlining crystal edges.
Crystals appeared to be randomly oriented. However, the overall aspect ratio of the crystals was similar,
allowing for the reasonable use of a calculated two-dimensional area to represent the three-dimensional
size of a crystal. For each time point, all of the crystals in each chip were measured, and the average
projected area was calculated (Figure 5b,c and Figure S2). Error bars represented the standard deviation
from the mean. A comparison between crystal sizes at different time points and voltage conditions
was performed using ANOVA. While the data in Figure 5 represent the results of only three individual
devices, replicate experiments show similar trends, relative to controls (see Figures S1 and S2).
Immediately after crystallization, the chips were stored in 4 ◦C, and analyzed within a couple
of days. The chip was mounted on the goniometer using a custom magnetic mounting base
(Crystal Positioning Systems, Jamestown, NY, USA). The X-ray system (Rigaku XtalAB PRO MM007,
Tokyo, Japan) operated at an X-ray wavelength of 1.542 Å and a beam size of ~200 µm, along with a
PILATUS3 R 200K detector (Dectris AG, Baden-Dättwil, Switzerland). The chip was initially mounted
perpendicular to the beam path. Crystal targeting and focusing and were done by adjusting the
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goniometer positions. The sample-to-detector distance was set at 40 mm, giving a maximum resolution
of 1.95 Å. A 10-s exposure and 1◦ oscillation were used. Before collecting a complete dataset, the
sample orientations corresponding to the first and last frames were tested to avoid overlapping signals
from nearby crystals. The collected diffraction patterns were then analyzed using the HKL 3000
software package (HKL Research Inc., Charlottesville, VA, USA) for indexing, refinement, integration,
and scaling. The X-ray diffraction data extended to the maximum resolution limit of the X-ray setup,
showing a signal-to-noise level in the highest resolution shell of I/σ(I) > 3.0 for all of the samples
(Figure 6, Table 1).
Figure 5. (a) Optical micrographs under cross-polarized light showing the time evolution of hen
egg-white lysozyme (HEWL) crystal nucleation and growth with the application of 0 V, 1.2 V, and 1.8 V
in a microfluidic device. (b) A plot of the average crystal size as a function of time from the images
in (a). Error bars represent the standard deviation. (c) A box and whiskers plot of the crystal size
distribution at 3 h with the application of voltages at 0 V, 1.2 V, and 1.8 V. The middle line shows the
median, and the ends of the box indicate the upper and lower quartiles. * Crystals prepared at 1.8 V at
1 h, 2 h, and 3 h were statistically larger than those prepared at 0 V, ANOVA p < 0.01.
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Figure 6. (a) A typical obtained X-ray diffraction pattern and (b) a magnified view showing details
of diffracted spots. (c) Pixel intensity along the blue line in the inset indicated the high levels of
signal-to-noise observed in the data. (d) A plot of signal-to-noise ratios at different resolution shells of
diffraction patterns from crystals grown under different voltages.
Table 1. Crystallographic statistics for data obtained using graphene-based microfluidics under
different applied voltages.
Parameter 0 V 1.2 V 1.8 V
Data Collection
Total # Frames 50 55 90
Resolution (Å) 50–1.95 (1.98–1.95) 50–1.95 (1.98–1.95) 50–1.95 (1.98–1.95)
Space Group P43212 P43212 P43212
Unit Cell (Å) a = b = 79.35, c = 37.99 a = b = 79.23, c = 38.09 a = b = 78.92, c = 38.19
Single Reflections
Total Obs. 31,372 34,440 55,551
Unique Obs. 7086 8817 9053
Redundancy 4.4 (3.4) 3.9 (3.2) 6.1 (5.1)
Rmeas a 0.069 (0.399) 0.052 (0.202) 0.076 (0.255)
Rpim b 0.031 (0.206) 0.025 (0.105) 0.031 (0.112)
CC1/2 c 0.971 (0.883) 0.990 (0.961) 0.951 (0.890)
<I/σ(I)> 22.69 (3.39) 33.24 (7.89) 36.98 (9.21)
Completeness (%) 76.0 (82.4) 94.6 (95.4) 97.5 (97.1)
Data in the parenthesis are from the highest resolution shell. a Rmeas =
∑hkl
√ n
n−1 ∑
n
j=1|Ihkl,j−<Ihkl>|
∑hkl ∑j Ihkl,j
, b Rpim =
∑hkl
√
1
n−1 ∑
n
j=1|Ihkl,j−<Ihkl>|
∑hkl ∑j Ihkl,j
, where I is the reflection intensity and < I > is its average, and
√
n
n−1 and
√
1
n−1 are
factors for multiplicity. c CC1/2 is the Pearson correlation coefficient with the dataset randomly being split in half,
and CC = ∑(x−<x>)(y−<y>)√
∑(x−<x>)2 ∑(y−<y>)2
, where x, y are single samples.
3. Results and Discussion
The goal of this work was to take advantage of atomically-thin, conductive graphene films to
enable electrocrystallization experiments in a microfluidic device, followed by in situ X-ray diffraction
analysis of the resulting crystals. This work builds on our previously reported graphene-based
platform for serial crystallography [45], but requires the fabrication and integration of patterned
graphene electrodes, rather than simple graphene windows.
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While it is possible to create a set of electrodes by simply adhering two separate pieces of graphene
to a substrate, we took advantage of a more controlled fabrication strategy to enable careful control
of the electrode spacing and geometry. Here, we used a protective film of thermal release tape to
facilitate direct patterning of the graphene, using an oxygen plasma. Following plasma treatment and
removal of the protective film, we observed clear patterning of the graphene to reveal the underlying
copper substrate (Figure 2a). Thus, the width of the resulting gap can be easily controlled to modulate
the electric field strength. Experiments were typically done using a gap size of 3 mm. A roughly
500 nm-thick layer of PMMA was then spin coated onto the graphene/copper surface to facilitate the
retention of electrode geometry after removal from the underlying copper substrate and transfer to the
target device layers. The graphene electrodes could be observed on the fully assembled devices as areas
of light grey color located on the ends of the microfluidic channel, relative to the white background of
the middle adhesive channel layer of the device (Figure 2b). This design takes advantage of relatively
cheap materials and fabrication strategies, such that the material cost of a single device should be on
the order of $1 (USD) or less, depending on economies of scale.
We compared the resulting electrical properties of these plasma-etched graphene electrodes
with an analogous electrode layout fabricated by simple physical abrasion (Figure 3). The electrical
resistance of an intact graphene film was relatively low, and highly reproducible, as expected for an
atomically-thin conductive material. While the effectively infinite resistance measured for the two
electrode setups in air clearly demonstrated the separation of the two electrodes, clear differences were
observed in the operation of the devices in the presence of crystallization solution. Devices with the
electrodes fabricated via physical abrasion showed substantially lower and more variable resistivity
values compared with the plasma etching method. The lower resistance observed for the physical
abrasion method suggests the presence of graphene residue in the gap area between the electrodes.
Thus, while this kind of simplified fabrication scheme can be applied, it has the potential to adversely
affect both the performance and reproducibility of the resulting device in electrocrystallization
experiments. Subsequent experiments were performed using plasma-etched electrodes.
To further visualize the effectiveness of our devices, we utilized methyl viologen (MV) as a
redox-sensitive colorimetric indicator. The solution was observed to change from colorless (MV2+)
to brilliant purple (MV+) near the cathode upon the application of 1 V, consistent with the reported
value of the redox potential for the MV2+ + e− →MV+ reaction of ~0.7 V (Figure 2) [52–54]. A similar
color change was observed for a slurry of lysozyme crystals containing methyl viologen (Figure 4).
In both experiments, the observed change in color only occurred in the area of the device defined by
the cathode. We hypothesize that the localization of this color change near the cathode is due to an
enhancement of the redox reaction by the solid graphene electrode. Increasing the applied voltage
to 3 V resulted in an intensification of the observed purple color, due to the increased generation
of the MV+ species. However, after several minutes, the solution transitioned from purple to clear,
as MV+ was further reduced to MV0 (Figure 4). Again, this result was expected, based on the reported
redox potential for the MV+ + e− → MV0 reaction [52–54]. The pale yellow color of the MV0 was
difficult to discern compared to the fully oxidized MV2+ species, because of the small path length in
our microfluidic devices. It is also noteworthy that despite the potential for water electrolysis at these
applied voltages, the reaction rate on graphene electrodes is relatively slow. Thus, the formation of
bubbles was typically not observed during the course of an experiment.
Having demonstrated the electrical performance of our device, we then proceeded to study the
electrocrystallization of lysozyme as a function of time. With a 3-mm patterned gap on the graphene
film, the applied voltage resulted in an electric field strength in the range of 0.4 V/mm to 0.6 V/mm,
which is similar to a range reported in the literature [4]. As shown in Figure 5, Figures S1 and S2,
the presence of an applied voltage resulted in an increased rate of protein nucleation and growth, which
is consistent with previous literature reports [1–14]. Interestingly, these trends were only significant at
short times. For instance, after 1 h, 2 h, and 3 h, the average size of crystals grown under the influence
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of an applied voltage was statistically different compared to a control sample (Figure 5b,c), while this
difference is lost by 5 h.
In addition to the effects on nucleation and growth, we did not observe a significant
preferential localization of crystals within the device. This is in contrast to previous reports for
the electrocrystallization of lysozyme, where crystals were typically localized near the cathode.
We hypothesize that the broad spatial distribution of crystals, as well as the similar crystal size
at long times, is a consequence of the relatively short time period over which these experiments were
performed. The increased rate of crystal nucleation and growth associated with electrocrystallization is
typically associated with the electromigration of the protein, and subsequent increases in concentration
near the relevant electrode. Thus, it is possible that the crystallization conditions used here fall very
close to the nucleation region such that only minimal increases in the local protein concentration were
necessary to facilitate nucleation, while allowing for the appearance of crystal growth throughout the
device and the similarity of crystal size at long times.
After crystallization, the devices were stored at 4 ◦C for several days prior to X-ray diffraction
analysis. We collected a room temperature dataset from a representative crystal grown under each of
the applied voltage conditions (0 V, 1.2 V, 1.8 V). Data were collected and analyzed to the maximum
resolution of our diffraction setup. At this limit of 1.95 Å, the I/σ(I), or signal-to-noise level in the
highest resolution shell, was above 3.0 for all of the samples, and was significantly higher for those
samples prepared in the presence of an electric field, than those without (Figure 6, Table 1). This high
signal-to-noise was expected, due to the minimal contributions of the device materials to the level
of background noise [45]. The size of the X-ray beam and the presence of nearby crystals limited
the number of frames that could be collected from a given sample. While it was possible to collect
nearly complete datasets for the 1.2 V and 1.8 V samples, a lower completeness was obtained for
the 0 V sample. Despite these differences, the data suggest that the crystals grown in the presence
of an electric field may diffract to higher resolution than crystals grown without. Unfortunately,
we were unable to confirm this result directly because of the limitations of our X-ray diffraction setup.
It should be noted that, although the crystal size varied between the various voltage conditions early
on, this difference was lost over longer time periods. Care was taken to select crystals of similar size.
Thus, the difference in the observed signal-to-noise should not be a consequence of differences in
crystal size. These results agree with previous literature reports where a higher signal-to-noise [7] was
observed for crystals grown in an electric field. It is important to note that this is the first report where
direct, in situ measurements of the X-ray diffraction quality could be obtained on protein crystals
grown via electrocrystallization, without the need for handling of fragile capillaries [16] or the use of
hard X-rays to limit absorption from the crystallization cell [14].
4. Summary
In conclusion, we have presented a straightforward method for the incorporation of
graphene-based electrodes into an ultra-thin, X-ray compatible microfluidic platform. We have
demonstrated the utility of this setup to enable in situ X-ray diffraction data collection for
electrocrystallization experiments. Our data agree with previous reports, showing faster crystal
nucleation and an improvement in signal-to-noise for crystals grown in the presence of an electric
field. Building on these results, our microfluidic approach has the potential to enable high-throughput
analysis of a tremendous range of crystallization and electric field conditions to better map out the
effect of these parameters on crystal quality in general. This approach is also amenable to serial
crystallography experiments, where our microfluidic array chip could be used to grow hundreds
or thousands of microcrystals for serial diffraction analysis. Looking beyond structural biology,
the integration of ultra-thin graphene electrodes into microfluidic devices could similarly enable
powerful high-throughput experiments in a range of other fields.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2073-4352/8/2/76/s1.
Additional electrocrystallization results are available in Figures S1 and S2.
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